Foxhunting Match Game
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This is just a simple match game whereby the member will match cards of one color to
cards of another color. On each card is printed some aspect of foxhunting and will have a
corresponding mate. For example the card reading “Tally Ho” needs to be matched with
it’s mate reading “You see a fox”. The answer key is listed below.
There are two lists of cards on the following pages. It is best to print the two sets on
card or cover stock paper so it is easier to handle and will last for more than one
class/person. It is also a good idea to print the two sets on different color paper, but this
is just a visual issue – it is not critical because every card in the first set has an “A” in the
corner, and the second set has a “B” in the corner. Different colors and the A and B are
used so the student knows he/she is matching one card from one set to a card from the
other set.
For our study group, I printed one game for each of the students. I found they
participated more when responsible for themselves, rather than relying on that one
member who knows all the answers… I use this after we have reviewed foxhunting, as a
game for them to practice what they have just learned.
Here is the answer key:
“Tally Ho”

Set A

“Ware Hound”
“Ware Hole”
Hunts to train young Hounds

Set B

You See A Fox

You see a hound away from the
pack
You see a hole
Cubbing

Fall & Winter
Hounds being born
Helps with hounds on hunt
Boss of the Hunt
Boss of the Hounds
Boss of the field riders
Master of Fox Hounds
Last riders and walkers in Hunt –
do not go over fences

Hunt Season
Welping
Whipper-In
Master of Fox Hounds
Huntsman
Field Master
MFH
Hilltoppers

Hunt participants
Spring and Summer
Wrong, bad etiquette
“Pink Coats”

The Field
Cubbing Season
Field rider passing a Field Master
Worn by Hunt officials

1st Set (A) of Foxhunting Cards

“Tally Ho”
“Ware
Hound”
“Ware Hole”
Hunts to train
young Hounds

Fall & Winter

Hounds being
born
Helps with
hounds on hunt

Boss of the
Hunt
Boss of the
Hounds
Boss of the
field riders

Master of
Fox Hounds
Last riders and
walkers in Hunt –
do not go over
fences
Hunt participants
Spring and
Summer

Wrong, bad
etiquette
“Pink Coats”

2nd Set (B) of Foxhunting cards. Print on different color paper if available.

You See A
Fox
You see a hound
away from the
pack

You see a
hole
Cubbing

Hunt Season
Welping
Whipper-In
Master of
Fox Hounds
Huntsman

Field Master
MFH
Hilltoppers
The Field
Cubbing
Season

Field rider
passing a Field
Master
Worn by Hunt
officials

